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Hello. My name is Kevin Collins and I’m a senior vice

portfolio, the portfolio manager’s highest conviction

president and client portfolio manager at Alger. As a

holdings, which predominate in a focused strategy,

former analyst and portfolio manager, I understand that

disproportionately drive excess returns. Ninety percent

alpha is of paramount importance to you and

of the study’s respondents —nearly everyone—believe

investors—both professional and non-professional alike.

this is true. And as someone who has constructed

Many of us are seeking greater returns than we are

portfolios, I understand why this is the case. One

currently earning in our personal wealth. We seek

decision we have to make is whether an idea gets into a

outperformance and we need alpha.

portfolio. However, an even more important decision is

To explore how investors source alpha potential, Alger
recently partnered in a study with Greenwich

our conviction level for an idea and whether we’ve done
the necessary research to own that position in size.

Associates, a leading provider of market intelligence.

How did Greenwich Associates arrive at the conclusion

Greenwich surveyed more than 90 of the best known

that popularity of focused strategies will rise? Over the

and most highly respected decision-makers in the

course of three months, they conducted an in-depth

investment world. The institutional investors they spoke

study called The Power of Focus, delving into the use of

to include public and corporate pensions as well as

focused equity strategies in the United States. They

endowments and foundations. The intermediary group

explored the rationale for the participants’ seeking out

includes analysts, model teams and key decision-

focused strategies, the ways in which focused strategies

makers in the home offices of wirehouses, broker-

are being incorporated into portfolios and the future

dealers, RIAs and retirement platforms. The investment

outlook for these distinct strategies.

consultants are professionals who provide advice to
institutional investors on topics such as asset allocation,
manager research and performance analysis. The
conclusion of this notable study indicates that a
significant shifting of client assets to focused portfolios
will continue in 2018 and beyond. Many investors
believe that focused strategies, portfolios consisting of
50 or fewer securities, can satisfy their need for alpha.
A primary catalyst for interest in focused strategies is
investors’ contention that in an actively managed

Throughout this discussion, we’ll address a number of
key findings from the study, including: allocations to
focused strategies and how they’re being used, why the
need for alpha has become so great, why investors
believe focused strategies can deliver alpha, the
significance of active share and the effect on risk
management.
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Over three quarters of these key decision makers at

As we have seen, investors have shifted assets to

America’s largest financial institutions believe focused

passive strategies, essentially forgoing an opportunity

strategies stand a better chance of delivering alpha

to outperform a benchmark and generate alpha. It’s a

than diversified strategies. More importantly, investors

powerful commentary that even these advocates of

report that they are increasing allocations to focused

passive investing admit that ceding alpha potential

strategies. In both institutional and intermediary

from a portfolio may be perilous, especially for

channels, focused strategies are being employed

underfunded pension plans.

throughout the spectrum of U.S. equity product
categories, either as satellite or core components. This

One way we see focused strategies becoming more

revelation’s interesting to us. Investors are using

relevant is through consultant screening activity.

focused strategies in their core components, which

Specifically, “number of holdings,” per the eVestment

suggests that they consider focused strategies a

Advantage database, now ranks among the top criteria

fundamental part of their approach. In terms of

used by consultants when screening for large cap

categories, U.S. large value and growth equities are

strategies. Furthermore, across all U.S. equity

common areas where investors deem focused

categories, 50 or fewer holdings is the most common

strategies relevant, but they are also using them for

parameter used among the consultants in the study.

mid and small cap allocations.

The majority of institutional investors and
intermediaries Greenwich Associates polled believe the

Among these senior institutional investors and

ideal number of securities in focused strategies is 50 or

intermediaries, focused strategies constitute between

fewer.

20% and 30% of total active equity assets. These
focused allocations have been increasing over the past

In the eyes of investors, however, not all focused

12-18 months. Additionally, more than half of these

strategies with 50 securities or fewer are equal. The

investors expect their interest in focused equity

most important criterion when selecting a focused

products to accelerate in the next 24 months.

strategy is a manager’s potential to generate alpha and
so many investors connect alpha potential with active

These numbers demonstrate that investors are coming

share. Investors who want an active manager to do

to understand the potential benefits of focused

more than “hug the benchmark” seek out focused

strategies and they are willing to take action in the

strategies with high active share. Data shows that

pursuit of alpha. We’ve already established that the

portfolios holding 26-50 securities deliver more active

need for alpha is critical. Here’s some more color on

share in the large growth, large value, small growth

the situation. Funding levels for the largest public

and small value categories than portfolios containing

pensions have fallen from 82% to 74% between the

51 or more securities.

pre-financial crisis year of 2006 and today, 2017,
despite a nine-year economic expansion. Beyond
increasing contribution rates, few options exist to
bridge this gap beyond improving investment
performance. Even investors with fully funded plans
are focused on producing alpha in order to keep pace
with growing liabilities.
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The investment consultants with whom Greenwich

strategies is too low or your returns have been

Associates spoke weighed in on other factors investors

inadequate, share this study with your clients to spark

should take into account when considering a focused

a conversation about the many professionals using

strategy. Their most salient piece of advice is

focused strategies to access alpha potential.

understand positions a manager is taking and how
those positions will correlate and interact with the

At Alger, focused strategies are a core competency of

holdings in the remainder of the portfolio. Through this

ours and we have seasoned experts who employ in-

portfolio-wide risk management function, investors

depth fundamental research to invest in our very best

may achieve the risk reduction benefits of

ideas. Our focused portfolio managers average 23

diversification across strategies while preserving the

years of investment experience. As you strive to

focused manager’s alpha-producing ability. In fact, one

improve your clients’ investment outcomes, we stand

investment consultant claims that in a perfect world,

ready to partner with you. Our representatives are

100% of his clients’ active equity portfolios would be

eager to help your clients gain the focused advantage.

invested in focused strategies.

We encourage you to contact your local Alger
representative to explore this potential opportunity.

As you can see, the institutional investors and
intermediaries are not alone in their enthusiasm for
focused strategies. But what about risk in focused
strategies? We’ve touched on risk a bit but there is
more to glean from the study: in addition to the
investment consultants, 84% of institutional investors
expect that a portfolio of just 50 stocks can realize the
primary risk-reduction benefits associated with a
diversified portfolio. Among intermediaries, that share
reaches 95%. Moreover, using beta and down market
capture as proxies for risk, data indicates that focused
strategies have typically delivered lower risk compared
to larger portfolios across many domestic equity asset
classes. One investment consultant notes that
numerous focused managers have exhibited much
lower risk than a benchmark or other peer group
strategies.
When it comes to the future prospects for focused
equity strategies, Greenwich Associates expects to
see continuing and growing demand for those
strategies run by skilled and experienced portfolio
managers. We at Alger share this sentiment and
suggest that you examine your equity asset allocation
model and the returns you’ve earned. Do they meet
your clients’ needs? If your allocation to focused
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DISCLOSURE

The Greenwich Associates The Power of Focus study and paper
were sponsored by Fred Alger & Company, Inc. Fred Alger &
Company, Inc. is not affiliated with Greenwich Associates, LLC, or
its affiliates.

recipient, and is only intended for use by original recipients and
addressees. The original recipient is solely responsible for any
actions in further distributing this material and should be satisfied in
doing so that there is no breach of local legislation or regulation.

The views expressed are the views of Fred Alger Management, Inc.
and Alger Management Ltd. (together with their affiliated entities
“Alger”) as of March 2018. Alger has used sources of information
which it believes to be reliable; however, this publication is not
intended to be and does not constitute investment advice. These
views are subject to change at any time and they do not guarantee
the future performance of the markets, any security, or any funds
managed by Alger.

Certain products may be subject to restrictions with regard to certain
persons or in certain countries under national regulations applicable
to such persons or countries.

Risk Disclosures: Investing in the stock market involves gains and
losses and may not be suitable for all investors. Growth stocks tend
to be more volatile than other stocks as the prices of growth stocks
tend to be higher in relation to their companies’ earnings and may
be more sensitive to market, political and economic developments.
Past performance is not indicative of future
performance Please visit www.alger.com for additional risk
disclosures.

Alger Management, Ltd. (company house number 8634056,
domiciled at 78 Brook Street, London W1K 5EF, UK) is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, for the distribution
of regulated financial products and services. FAM and/or
Weatherbie Capital, LLC, U.S. registered investment advisors, serve
as sub-portfolio manager to financial products distributed by Alger
Management, Ltd.
Fred Alger & Company, Incorporated is not an authorized person for
the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 of the
United Kingdom (“FSMA”) and this material has not been approved
by an authorized person for the purposes of Section 21(2)(b) of the
FSMA.

Important Information for US Investors:
This material must be accompanied by the most recent fund fact
sheet(s) if used in connection with the sale of mutual fund shares.
Fred Alger & Company, Incorporated serves as distributor of the
Alger mutual funds.
Important Information for UK Investors:
The distribution of this material in the United Kingdom is restricted
by law. Accordingly, this material is provided only for and is directed
only at persons in the United Kingdom reasonably believed to be of
a kind to whom such promotions may be communicated by an
unauthorized person pursuant to an exemption under the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005
(the “FPO”). Such persons include: (a) persons having professional
experience in matters relating to investments and (b) high net worth
bodies corporate, partnerships, unincorporated associations, trusts,
etc. falling within Article 49 of the FPO. Most of the rules made
under the FSMA for the protection of retail clients do not apply, and
compensation under the United Kingdom Financial Services
Compensation Scheme will not be available.
Important Information for UK and EU Investors:
This material is directed at investment professionals and qualified
investors (as defined by MiFID/FCA regulations). It is for information
purposes only and has been prepared and is made available for the
benefit investors. This material does not constitute an offer or
solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which it is not
authorised or permitted, or to anyone who would be an unlawful

Fred Alger & Company, Incorporated 360 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010 / www.alger.com

